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Abstract
We study the desirability of interventionist harmonization of legal standards across multiple,
mutually interdependent jurisdictions which strive to adapt law to their local conditions as well
as to synchronize it with other jurisdictions. In a setting where jurisdictions are privately
informed about their local conditions, we contrast the regime of decentralized standard-setting
with two means of interventionist harmonization: through centralization and through allocation
of lawmaking authority to a particular jurisdiction. Our analysis illuminates the importance of
patterns of interjurisdictional linkages in delineating the scope for, and the appropriate means of,
interventionist harmonization. We find that greater jurisdictional interdependence the hallmark
of globalization per se does not justify interventionist harmonization unless increased
interdependence results in notable asymmetries in the pattern of jurisdictional interdependence.
We also show that, in the presence of cross-jurisdictional externalities, harmonization is,
contrary to conventional predictions, not desirable when local preferences are homogeneous
across jurisdictions.
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1. Introduction
The debate about the pros and cons of legal harmonization has in the last two decades been
prominent across the globe: top-down harmonization of laws and regulations has either taken
root, is in progress, or has been contemplated within the European Union, the United States,
Latin America, Africa and Asia.1 Moreover, in light of the ever-increasing global economic
interdependence, legal harmonization has also been considered on a global scale (see, e.g, Rodrik
2000, 2001; Reich 2004; IUC Independent Policy Report 2009).2
Yet in spite of the increasing interest in legal harmonization, formal normative analyses
of the subject are scant. Only a handful of contributions have examined conditions under which
interventionist harmonization, orchestrated by a supra-jurisdictional authority, is socially
desirable (see, e.g., Garoupa and Ogus 2006, Monheim Helstroffer and Obidzinski 2010, Ulph
2000, Loeper 2009). Moreover, the existing analyses have, as we argue in Section 2, with the
exception of Loeper (2009), all studied the scope for interventionist harmonization within a
stylized two-jurisdiction framework.
In this paper, we fill the gap in the existing literature by studying the normative aspects of
interventionist harmonization of legal standards and institutions in a framework of multiple,
mutually interdependent jurisdictions. As we show (see Section 5), the two-jurisdiction analysis
pursued in the literature thus far, while undoubtedly illuminating, does not come without loss of
generality. In particular, it falls short of deducing the full scope for interventionist harmonization
on a global scale, where the pattern of interdependence among multiple jurisdictions can take on
1

The literature debating pros and cons of legal harmonization in the EU and the United States is so voluminous that
we abstain from enumerating specific references; see, however, Marciano and Josselin (2002) and Esty and Geradin
(2001) for two edited volumes of contributions on the topic, and Garoupa and Ogus (2006) for further references.
See respectively Mancuso (2006), Garro (1992) and Malang (2007) for discussion about legal harmonization in
Africa, Latin America, and Asia.
2
See also the articles of the symposium Worldwide Harmonisation of Private Law and Regional Economic
Integration in vol. 8 of the 2003 Uniform Law Review.
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many different hues.3 The particular questions we address in the multiple-jurisdiction framework
are: Should legal standards and institutions be harmonized across jurisdictions at a global level,
and if yes, under what conditions and how? How does the nature of global interdependence
affect the attractiveness of interventionist harmonization from the aggregate welfare point of
view? Does greater global interdependence make harmonization more desirable?
The starting point of our analysis is the general trade-off inherent in the adoption of
uniform institutional solutions (see, e.g., Oates 1972; Van den Bergh 2000; Alesina, Angeloni
and Schuknecht 2005).4 The benefits of interventionist harmonization derive from the resolution
of coordination problems, which arise under a decentralized standard-setting regime and increase
transaction costs of cross-jurisdictional commerce (see, e.g., Ribstein and Kobayashi 1996, Parisi
2007, Carbonara and Parisi 2007). The costs of harmonization arise because one-size-fits-all
institutional solutions are applied to heterogeneous environments (see, e.g., Van den Bergh 2000,
Gomez 2008, Ganuza and Gomez 2008). Exploring the above trade-off in a multi-jurisdiction
setting allows us to illuminate the salient, yet thus far neglected, role of patterns of jurisdictional
interdependence.
As a benchmark, we consider a world where jurisdictions set their respective legal
standards in a decentralized manner. Under a regime of decentralized standard-setting, every
jurisdiction pursues conflicting goals of adopting legal standards which, on one hand, fit its own
local conditions, and, on the other hand, are synchronized with the legal standards of other
jurisdictions deemed of particular economic importance. The jurisdictions are choosing their
3

An analytical analogy for why examining a world with two jurisdictions does not come without loss of generality
can be found in the consumer choice theory: when the consumption set is restricted to two goods only, the wellknown properties of the Hicksian (compensated) demand imply that the two goods must be substitutes and cannot be
complements (see, e.g, Mas-Colell et al. 1995, Proposition 3.G.2).
4
Recent contributions in the literature have explored arrangements where centralized solutions do not impose
institutional uniformity (see, e.g., Alesina, Angeloni and Etro 2005; Besley and Coate 2003, Lockwood 2002). In the
formal literature on top-down legal harmonization, Monheim Helstroffer and Obidzinski (2010) allow for flexible
harmonization in exploring the welfare effects of minimum standards in asylum law.
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respective legal standards non-cooperatively and under incomplete information about the local
conditions prevailing in other jurisdictions

an assumption which is empirically justifiable and

in line with the literature on federalism and constitutional design (see, e.g., Harstad 2007: 874;
Ulph 2000).
The relative importance that jurisdictions assign to matching their legal standards to their
own local conditions versus synchronizing their legal standards with other jurisdictions depends
on the extent of jurisdictional interdependence. In an autarkic world, the extent of jurisdictional
interdependence is low: jurisdictions care primarily about adopting laws and institutions that
match their own local conditions. Accordingly, to the extent that jurisdictions are heterogeneous
in their local conditions, the regime of decentralized standard-setting results in an equilibrium
characterized by institutional diversity. Intuitively, in this scenario, an interventionist
harmonization of global legal standards seems unwarranted due to the large global losses arising
from the adoption of one-size-fits-all legal standards in diverse local environments.
In a globalized world, in contrast, the extent of jurisdictional interdependence is, by
definition, large. Individual jurisdictions are, rather than matching legal standards to own local
conditions, concerned primarily about synchronizing their respective legal standards with the
legal standards in the rest of the world. Harmonization of legal standards across jurisdictions
would therefore seem desirable, yet, when jurisdictions are incompletely informed about the
local conditions prevailing in the rest of the world, possibly difficult to attain under decentralized
legal standard-setting. Does greater global interdependence therefore require interventionist
harmonization, as conventional wisdom holds (see, e.g., Casella and Feinstein 2002: 437; Sgard
2004: 387)? And if interventionist harmonization is desirable, how should it be attained?

3

As we show in the paper, the answer lies in examining not the overall extent, but rather
the pattern of jurisdictional interdependence. We find that the scope for interventionist
harmonization may exist only when the pattern of jurisdictional interdependence exhibits
structural asymmetries

that is, when there exists one or more 'focal' jurisdictions that the rest of

the world could produce large benefits in synchronizing its institutions with, or even when there
exists a jurisdiction which is largely 'autonomous' from the rest of the world and which may, but
need not be, 'focal'. In the absence of such notable structural asymmetries in the pattern of
jurisdictional interdependence, we show that there is no scope for interventionist harmonization
of global legal standards

the regime of decentralized standard-setting unambiguously yields the

greatest (expected) global welfare, regardless of the overall extent of jurisdictional
interdependence. An important corollary to this result is that an overall increase in the global
jurisdictional interdependence per se, contrary to customary beliefs (Casella and Feinstein 2002:
437), does not necessarily provide a rationale for interventionist harmonization.
To see why the presence of notable structural asymmetries in the pattern of jurisdictional
interdependence generates the scope for interventionist harmonization, consider a world where
jurisdictions wish to synchronize their legal standards with the legal standards of one particular
jurisdiction, which we call 'focal' jurisdiction. Suppose, in addition, that the focal jurisdiction is
largely 'autonomous' (that is, self-sufficient) in that it puts a relatively greater emphasis on
adopting legal standards that match its own local conditions than synchronizing them with the
rest of the world. Under a regime of decentralized standard-setting, all jurisdictions are therefore
trying to mimic legal standards adopted in the focal jurisdiction. Yet the focal jurisdiction
ignores the spillover effect of choosing legal standards, which fit its own local conditions, on the
rest of the world. Because other jurisdictions have only incomplete information about the focal
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jurisdiction's local conditions, the rest of the world is unable to synchronize its standards with the
standards of the focal jurisdiction. Hence, the focal jurisdiction's failure to internalize the
abovementioned externality results in substantial global welfare losses. As a result, despite
sizeable aggregate welfare costs from the misfit of uniform institutional solutions in diverse local
environments, some form of interventionist harmonization of global legal standards may be
desirable.
If interventionist harmonization is desirable, there remains the question of how it should
be accomplished. Should the content of the common legal standards be determined by a
representative supra-jurisdictional body such as the World Trade Organization, the International
Institute for the Unification of Private Law ("UNIDROIT"), or the United Nations Commission
on International Trade Law ("UNCITRAL")?5 Or is it ever desirable that the drawing up of
common legal standards is left to one particular jurisdiction, as in the case of the United Nations'
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, the drafting of which was
supposedly dominated by the United States (Herings and Kanning 2008)?
We therefore investigate two methods of interventionist harmonization. Under
harmonization through centralization, the authority to set a common global legal standard is
allocated to a central supra-jurisdictional authority. The supra-jurisdictional authority then
chooses the common global legal standard, maximizing the expected aggregate welfare, but
without knowing the individual jurisdictions' local conditions.6 Under harmonization through
delegation, the authority to set a common global legal standard is, in contrast, allocated to one

5

See Reich (2004) for an insightful discussion and comparison of the functioning of the WTO, UNIDROIT and
UNCITRAL as law-harmonizing organizations.
6
In this paper, we assume that the central supra-jurisdictional authority is benevolent and abstract from the role of
politics in determining the substantive content of the common legal standards. See Section 7 for further remarks.
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particular jurisdiction.7 Informed about its own local conditions, the jurisdiction with the
lawmaking authority selects its most preferred legal standard, which is then adopted by the rest
of the world.
As we show in the paper, which of the two methods of harmonization
centralization or through delegation

through

is superior when again depends on the pattern of

jurisdictional interdependence. When there exists a focal jurisdiction which is itself fairly
dependent on the rest of the world, harmonizing global legal standards through delegation to the
focal jurisdiction is likely going to be inferior to harmonization through centralization.
Intuitively, when the focal jurisdiction is primarily concerned with synchronizing its laws with
the rest of the world (rather than matching its laws to own local conditions), then under
harmonization through delegation the focal jurisdiction's extra benefit from the perfect fit of law
to its local conditions does not compensate for the rest of the world's aggregate losses from
misfit. In contrast, if the pattern of jurisdictional interdependencies is such that a focal
jurisdiction is, in addition, largely autonomous (and therefore uninterested in synchronizing its
legal standards with the rest of the world), then the global welfare may be greatest when the
common global legal standard is in fact chosen by the autonomous focal jurisdiction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses our approach in light of
the existing literature. Sections 3 through 6 develop and analyze the model. The model clarifies
how the pattern of jurisdictional interdependence determines the scope for interventionist
harmonization and the global welfare ranking of three different standard-setting regimes:

7

The situation where the content of harmonized laws is determined by one particular jurisdiction ('harmonization
through delegation') of course need not occur through a formal process of delegation. A particular member
jurisdiction may also acquire such authority through a first-mover advantage or sheer political power. Because we
do not investigate the origin of how a particular jurisdiction arose as the jurisdiction determining the common
standards, we group all these different scenarios under the same heading.
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decentralization, harmonization through centralization, and harmonization through delegation.
Section 7 concludes.
2. Related Literature
Formal normative analyses of the desirability of interventionist legal harmonization are scarce.8
Garoupa and Ogus (2006) study how interacting jurisdictions non-cooperatively choose between
adjusting and not adjusting their legal orders. Adjusting legal orders gives rise to exogenous
benefits from mutual interaction, but also involves bearing likewise exogenous adjustment costs.
An interventionist correction aiming to synchronize legal orders is desirable when a noncooperative equilibrium with no adjustment of legal orders is Pareto inferior to an outcome
where either or both jurisdictions adjust their legal orders. For the latter to hold, Garoupa and
Ogus (2006) show that aggregate adjustment costs must be sufficiently small.
Monheim Helstroffer and Obidzinski (2010) study the desirability of interventionist
harmonization of asylum law. Tightening of one jurisdiction's asylum law reduces refugee
hosting costs in that jurisdiction, but also spurs an increase in the flow of refugees to another
jurisdiction and therefore endogenously increases the latter jurisdiction's refugee hosting cost.
Harmonization of asylum laws allows for internalization of this externality, but results in losses
due to diminished scope for discretion. Monheim Helstroffer and Obidzinski (2010) clarify when
top-down harmonization of asylum law would be socially desirable, as well as what type of
asylum law harmonization (fixed standards versus flexible minimum standards) might be the
most desirable one.

8

For positive analyses of legal harmonization, see Herings and Kanning (2008), Carbonara and Parisi (2007), and
Crettez and Deloche (2006). Van Egteren et al. (2004) analyze strict liability vs. negligence as means of legal
harmonization when firms are judgment-proof. Crettez et al. (2009) study the problem of the optimal complexity of
harmonized law. Carbonara and Parisi (2009) provide a theoretical inquiry into optimality of different choice-of-law
regimes and suggest when state-led (formal) harmonization may or may not coincide with adopted commercial
practices.
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While both Garoupa and Ogus (2006) and Monheim Helstroffer and Obidzinski (2010)
deduce conditions under which interventionist harmonization is socially desirable, they do so in a
two-jurisdiction framework with complete and symmetric information. In contrast, Ulph (2000),
while still relying on a two-jurisdiction setting, investigates the scope for harmonization of
environmental standards if local governments engaging in environmental dumping are privately
informed about the local pollution damage costs. Our approach is similar to Ulph's (2000) in that
we emphasize informational incompleteness and asymmetry.9 Unlike Ulph (2000), however, we
explore a more general trade-off inherent in institutional choice in a multi-jurisdiction case. The
latter generalization allows us to highlight the thus far neglected role of patterns of jurisdictional
interdependence for the scope of interventionist harmonization.
Casella and Feinstein (2002) study the problem of endogenous formation of markets and
jurisdictions in a bottom-up (as opposed to top-down, interventionist) process. They show that
the sorting of traders in a single jurisdiction (i.e., institutional harmonization) is socially
desirable when the markets are poorly integrated. Institutional diversity is socially preferred
when markets are perfectly integrated. We, in contrast, show that greater economic integration,
which increases the extent of jurisdictional interdependence, could either increase or decrease the
desirability of institutional harmonization. More specifically, greater integration increases the
relative desirability of interventionist harmonization from the global welfare point of view only
when it results in structural asymmetries in the pattern of jurisdictional interdependence.
Finally, Loeper (2009) has independently developed a model in structure similar to ours
to contrast non-cooperative policy decentralization with "uniformization". The spirit of a subset

9

Harstad (2007) similarly develops a two-jurisdiction bargaining model with private information about local
preferences to study whether regions can benefit by pre-committing themselves to agreements with complete
harmonization of public good provision. Harstad (2007) shows that harmonization may be desirable because it does
not result in delay which occurs in inter-regional bargaining under decentralization.
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of Loeper's (2009: Sec. 4) findings is congruent with a subset of our results (see our Section 6.1)
in that decentralization can dominate uniformization when the world is (in our terminology)
structurally symmetric. There are, however, several notable differences between Loeper's (2009)
and our analysis, both in approach and in scope. First and foremost, Loeper (2009) employs a
full-information framework; we explore a framework where local conditions are jurisdictions'
private information. Second, when contrasting decentralization with uniformization, Loeper
(2009) does not differentiate between alternative means of attaining the latter. We, in contrast,
explicitly distinguish between harmonization through centralization and harmonization through
delegation. Such approach allows us to characterize a richer set of patterns of interjurisdictional
linkages, as well as provide a welfare ranking of three distinct institutional regimes. Third,
Loeper (2009) extends his basic framework to investigate the rationale for centralized
uniformization in the presence of network effects, an aspect of analysis which is beyond the
scope of our paper.
3. Model Set-Up
We consider a world of n jurisdictions, indexed by i {1,…,n}. n could equal two, but, as we
show in Sections 5 and 6 below, restricting the analysis to a two-jurisdiction world entails a
substantial loss of generality: the full scope for interventionist harmonization can only be
determined in a truly multi-jurisdictional setting.
Much like several recent contributions on constitutional design (Lockwood 2002, Besley
and Coate 2003; Alesina, Angeloni and Etro 2005), we treat individual jurisdictions are unitary
actors (see also Ulph 2000, Garoupa and Ogus 2000). As a consequence, we abstract from the
possibility of any kind of factor mobility, (see, e.g., Van den Bergh 2000, Esty and Geradin
2000, Sykes 2000) and choice of law (see, e.g., Ribstein and O'Hara 2000, 2009; Carbonara and
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Parisi 2009) as facilitators of interjurisdictional competition. This simplification, of course, does
not imply that we deem such considerations unimportant in delineating the scope for
interventionist harmonization. On the contrary, our aim is merely to contribute to the existing
body of literature by uncovering an additional, and thus far unexplored, determinant of
desirability of top-down harmonization: the role of patterns of jurisdictional interdependence. In
doing so, we naturally emphasize the costs of interventionist harmonization due to adoption of
one-size-fits-all institutional solutions in diverse local environments (see, e.g., Gomez 2008,
Ganuza and Gomez 2008) rather than the costs of top-down harmonization which derive from
the loss of benefits from interjurisdictional competition.
The n jurisdictions are assumed to be engaging in a network of multilateral trade and
economic relations, which provides a basis for mutual interdependence. A central problem, both
at the level of an individual jurisdiction and at the global level, then relates to the choice of
suitable legal standards. Laws and regulations should, on one hand, fit the individual
jurisdictions' local conditions (see, e.g., Hay and Shleifer 1998, Mukand and Rodrik 2005,
Ganuza and Gomez 2008), and, at the same time, allow for reaping of benefits from mutual
interdependence which in general increase with harmonization: the use of common legal
standards reduces the transaction costs of cross-jurisdictional commerce (see, e.g., Ribstein and
Kobayashi 1996, Carbonara and Parisi 2007, Reich 2004).10 Accordingly, the payoff of
jurisdiction i equals:
Vi

ii (

i

Li ) 2

n
ij ( Li

L j )2 .

(1)

j i

10

Ribstein and Kobayashi (1996) for example argue that without harmonization, businesses selling their product in
different jurisdictions incur "information costs" and greater "litigation costs" because they need to determine what
laws apply in individual jurisdictions; they incur "inconsistency costs" because they may need to abide with many
different governance rules; and they incur losses from "legal instability" when the law of a foreign jurisdiction
applicable to their contract suddenly changes.

10

In expression (1),

i

is a random variable, the realization of which summarizes the local socio-

economic conditions in jurisdiction i. (We say more about

i

in Section 4.) Li denotes the choice

of the legal standard in jurisdiction i, and Lj the choice of the legal standard in jurisdiction j.
The payoff function (1) captures the central trade-off associated with standard-setting at a
jurisdiction's level. A law which is ideally adapted to jurisdiction i's local conditions (Li = i) will
in general differ from the laws chosen in other jurisdictions. Whenever Li
suffers a loss from lack of harmonization with jurisdiction j

Lj, jurisdiction i

i in the amount of

ij(Li

Lj)2. On

the other hand, a law which is fully harmonized with the law of jurisdiction j (Li = Lj) will in
general not match jurisdiction i's local conditions (Li

i),

resulting in a loss of

ii( i

Li)2.

The payoff specification (1) highlights the essence of a jurisdiction's choice of suitable
legal rules in many areas of both private and public law. Adopting suitable commercial and
contract laws, laws of government procurement and procedure, and regulations of customs
administration, for example, necessitates that a jurisdiction is attentive to both local specifics and
synchronization of its laws with existing international standards in order to materialize any
potential gains from economic interdependence (see, e.g., Reich 2004). In contrast, our set-up is
less suitable for addressing harmonization in areas of law where a jurisdiction's payoff critically
depends on the relative stringency of standards across jurisdictions (as opposed to merely the
extent of synchronization with other jurisdictions), and when factor mobility is thus a central
concern. With regard to labor and environmental standards, tax law, and competition law, for
example, one could argue that jurisdiction i, in accordance with (1), incurs costs from lack of
harmonization with jurisdiction j when i's standards are stricter than j's. When jurisdiction i's
standards are laxer than jurisdiction j's, however, jurisdiction i might
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in contrast with

specification (1) in fact benefit from lack of harmonization with jurisdiction j when laxer
standards allow jurisdiction i to attract mobile capital and emerge as a winner in the 'race to the
bottom' (see, e.g., Van den Bergh 2000, Esty and Geradin 2000, Sykes 2000).
Given payoff function (1), note that the size of jurisdiction i's loss from lack of
harmonization with jurisdiction j depends on the parameter

0.

ij

ij

captures the importance

that jurisdiction i attaches to harmonizing its legal standards with the legal standards in
jurisdiction j

i.

ik

>

il,

k

l, for example, implies that jurisdiction i finds harmonization of its

law with the law of jurisdiction k more important than harmonization with the law of jurisdiction
l, perhaps because jurisdiction i trades with jurisdiction k more than it trades with jurisdiction l.
Because we normalize

ii

j i ij

1, the parameter

ii

> 0 measures the importance that

jurisdiction i attaches to adapting law to its local conditions relative to harmonization with the
rest of the world. The sum

j i ij

1

jurisdiction i on the rest of the world. When

ii

ii

hence measures the degree of dependence of
is close to 0,

jurisdiction i is highly integrated in the global economy. When

j i ij

ii

is close to 1, implying that

is close to 1,

j i ij

is close

to 0, suggesting that jurisdiction i is largely autarkic.
Let

i

=[

i1 i2

in]

be an n×1 row vector summarizing jurisdiction i's preferences

about the trade-off between matching law to local conditions and harmonizing with other
jurisdictions. Then, the n×n matrix

Γ

1

11

12

1n

2

21

22

2n

n

n1

n2

nn

summarizes the pattern of jurisdictional interdependence in the global economy.
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(2)

In the analysis in subsequent sections, we highlight several features of 's structure. For
now, however, observe the following. First, the trace of , tr( )

i ii

(0,n), captures the

extent of global jurisdictional interdependence. When tr( ) is close to n, the world is largely unintegrated: the jurisdictions care primarily about matching law to local conditions. In contrast,
when tr( ) is close to 0, the extent of jurisdictional interdependencies is large: the jurisdictions
care primarily about harmonizing their laws and institutions with the laws and institutions of
some, or all, other jurisdiction. Second, the elements in the i-th row of

depict jurisdiction i's

preferences for fitting law to its local conditions ( ij) versus harmonizing with other jurisdictions
( ij, for all j

i).

Third, the elements of the i-th column of

other than the

ii-th element are suggestive of the influence that jurisdiction i exerts on the rest of the world.
When the rest of the world perceives jurisdiction i as economically important, jurisdictions j

i

would obtain large benefits from synchronizing its legal standards with the legal standards
chosen in jurisdiction j. Thus,

ji's

jurisdiction i is deemed peripheral,

for some, or all, j
ji's

i will be positive. When, in contrast,

will take on values close to zero.

In Sections 4 and 5, we use the above set-up to investigate the aggregate welfare
implications of different institutional regimes for setting of global legal standards. In Section 4,
we first characterize the benchmark regime of decentralized standard-setting, where jurisdictions
choose their respective legal standards non-cooperatively under incomplete information. In
Section 5, we explore the desirability of 'top-down' harmonization as an alternative to
decentralized standard-setting. We suggest two alternative means of attaining full harmonization
of global legal standards: harmonization through centralization, and harmonization through
delegation. We contrast these two top-down approaches of implementing full harmonization with
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decentralized standard-setting, as well as with each other. In Section 6, we provide a global
welfare ranking of the three different legal standard-setting regimes and delineate the scope for
interventionist harmonization.
4. Decentralized Legal Standard-Setting
Under decentralization, jurisdictions choose their legal standards simultaneously and
independently. We assume that

i's

are drawn independently from a common distribution with

zero mean and a variance, which we normalize to one.11 The values of i's are realized at time 1.
The realization of

i

is private information of jurisdiction i: while every jurisdiction knows its

own local conditions, it does not know the local conditions prevailing in other jurisdictions. All
jurisdictions, however, know the common distribution from which

i's

are drawn. Jurisdictions

choose their legal standards simultaneously and non-cooperatively at time 2. The payoffs are
realized at time 3.
The jurisdictions setting their legal standards at time 2 therefore engage in a static game
of incomplete information. We search for the Bayesian-Nash equilibrium, where we write
jurisdiction j's equilibrium strategy as Lj( j), j {1,…,n}. Jurisdiction i therefore chooses Li to
maximize

Vi

ii ( i

where the expectation is taken over all

Li )2 E
j's,

j

L j ( j ))2 ,

( Li
j i ij

(3)

i. Simplifying the resulting first-order condition

gives:
ii i

Li

ij E

j

[ L j ( j )] 0.

(4)

j i

11

The assumption about independently and identically distributed
homogenous in terms of their local conditions.
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i

's implies that jurisdictions are ex ante

Upon taking the expectation of (4) with respect to i, we obtain:

E i [ Li ( i )]

E
j i ij

j

[ L j ( j )] = 0; i {1,..., n}.

(5)

As we show in Appendix A, the system (5) has a unique solution of E i [ Li ( i )] = 0 for all
i {1,…,n}. From (4) it then follows that, in the equilibrium under decentralized standard-setting,
D

Li =

ii i,

for i {1,…,n}. Intuitively, the more jurisdiction i cares about fitting law to own local

conditions (as opposed to synchronizing its legal standards with the rest of the world), the more
jurisdiction i's equilibrium legal standard reflects i's local conditions, rather than i's expectation
about the average global conditions (which, because

E

= 0, equal 0).12 In contrast, if

i

jurisdiction i cares about synchronizing its standards with the rest of the world, then
D

0, and Li is close to 0. When

ii

ii

is close to

is close to 0 for all i {1,…n}, decentralized standard-setting

therefore endogenously results in convergence of institutional solutions across jurisdictions even
in the presence of ex-post heterogeneity of local conditions.13
Given that the values of

i's

are realized at time 1 (see above), the jurisdictions' local

conditions are unknown before time 1. The ex-ante expected payoff of jurisdiction i under
decentralization therefore equals:

EVi D

E

ii ( i

ii i )

2

(
j i ij ii i

jj j )

2

,

(6)

where the expectation is taken over all i's, i {1,…,n}. Applying the expected value, (6) gives:
EVi D

ii (1

ii )

2

(1

12

2
ii ) ii

j i ij

2
jj .

(7)

It can be shown, for example, that with n = 2 and E 1 = E 1 = , the equilibrium standard of jurisdiction i equals
Li = ii i+ (1 ii) .
13
The idea that harmonization could be a result of a bottom-up decentralized process (as opposed to a centralized,
interventionist one) is of course a familiar one (see, e.g., Ogus 1999, Van den Bergh 2000, Smits 2002). Garoupa
and Ogus (2006) and Herings and Kanning (2008), for example, formally arrive at a similar conclusion in a twojurisdiction framework with complete information and exogenous costs and benefits from law.
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The first term in (7) are jurisdiction i's ex ante expected losses due to the fact that
jurisdiction i finds it optimal to choose standards which do not fully reflect its local conditions.
The second and the third term are jurisdiction i's expected losses from lack of harmonization
with other jurisdictions. Grouping the first and the second term in (7) together, we can further
write
EVi D

ii (1

ii )

j i ij

2
jj .

(8)

Jurisdictions are assumed to possess equal weight in accounting for aggregate welfare.14
The ex-ante expected global welfare (global welfare, in short) under decentralization then
equals:
EW D

which, upon observing that

i

EVi D

j i ij

i

2
jj

EW D
In expression (10), Fi
matrix

j i

ji

(1
i ii
2
i ii

ii )

j i

(1
i ii

ii )

ji ,

i

j i ij

2
jj ,

(9)

we can re-write as:
2
F.
i ii i

(10)

is the sum of all but the ii-th element ( ii) of the i-th column of

(see expression (2)). The sum Fi

j i

ji

plays a central role in our subsequent

analysis: it captures the joint interest of all jurisdictions other than i to synchronize their
respective legal standards with the legal standards of jurisdiction i. Accordingly, we introduce
the following definition:
Definition 1: The sum Fi

j i

ji

0 is referred to as the degree of focality of jurisdiction i.

Jurisdiction i said to be focal if Fi > 1, and non-focal if Fi
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1.

This assumption simplifies the algebra and enhances tractability. Extending the model to allow for jurisdictions'
weights in aggregate welfare to differ preserves all qualitative aspects of our results, but also introduces
considerations about the effects of constituency size of individual jurisdictions. Proof of this point is available upon
request.
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A focal jurisdiction is therefore one that provides a strong pull for two or more other
jurisdictions which would obtain large benefits from synchronizing their standards with the focal
jurisdiction. According to Definition 1, more than one jurisdiction can be focal, but not all
jurisdictions can be focal.15 It can be the case, however, that all jurisdictions are non-focal.
Observe from expression (10) that the global welfare under decentralization is a sum of
two terms. The first term in (10) follows directly from the first term in (8) and captures the ex
ante expected global losses due to the impact of lack of information about i's local conditions on
i's own expected payoff. The second term in (10) in contrast captures the global welfare effect of
the lack of information of other jurisdictions about i's local conditions through affecting the
ability of other jurisdictions to synchronize their legal standards with the legal standards chosen
by jurisdiction i. If, for a given

ii >

0, jurisdiction i is non-focal (e.g., Fi is close to zero), the rest

of the world's benefits from synchronizing legal standards with the legal standards of jurisdiction
i are small. In this case, the lack of information about i's local conditions does not affect the rest
of the world, but rather impacts the expected global welfare only through the direct effect on i's
own ex ante payoff (see the first term in (10)). In contrast, when jurisdiction i is focal (Fi > 1),
other jurisdictions are in the aggregate dependent on jurisdiction i and would therefore obtain
large benefits from synchronizing their legal standards with the legal standards of jurisdiction i.
In this case, the uncertainty about the local conditions in jurisdiction i precludes other
jurisdictions from synchronizing their standards with the standards implemented in jurisdiction i.
Because the focal jurisdiction ignores the external effect of its standards on the rest of the world,
decentralized standard-setting may lead to large global welfare losses.
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To see this, note that

i

Fi

i

j i

ji

n

i ii

n.
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5. Harmonization of Global Legal Standards
To formalize the distinction between decentralized standard-setting and top-down harmonization
of global legal standards, we first add an extra, constitutional stage to the timing of events
described in Section 4. The constitutional stage at time 0 determines the institutional regime for
legal standard-setting when there is no information yet about the local conditions prevailing in
individual jurisdictions (i.e., when

i's

are unknown). At time 0, all that is known is that

i's

will

be drawn independently from a common distribution with zero mean and variance equal to one.
At time 1, the values of

i's

are realized and each jurisdiction i learns about its own

i.

If

decentralization (D) is chosen at the constitutional stage at time 0, the jurisdictions choose their
legal standards simultaneously and independently at time 2, as described in Section 4.
Alternatively, global legal standards may be harmonized top down, with an exogenous
intervention. We focus on two means of top-down harmonization of global legal standards.
Under harmonization through centralization (HC), a global central authority chooses a single
legal standard at time 0, before the values of

i's

are realized, maximizing the expected global

welfare.16 But harmonization may also occur when the common global standard is determined by
one particular jurisdiction only a scenario which we refer to as harmonization through
delegation (Hd). In this case, at the constitutional stage at time 0, the authority to determine the
common global legal standard is allocated to a particular jurisdiction.17 The jurisdiction allocated
the lawmaking powers chooses its preferred legal standard at time 2, after having learned its

16

In this paper, we do not study the possibility that the supra-jurisdictional authority would provide monetary
incentives for jurisdictions to correctly reveal their private information about local conditions. In the latter case,
clearly, centralization in general will not imply full harmonization. See Ulph (2000) for an analysis of the welfare
losses that arise under harmonization through centralization relative to the first-best centralized policy, which
involves a design of incentives for jurisdictions to reveal their private information, in a two-jurisdiction setting with
environmental dumping.
17
We do not explain how a particular jurisdiction is chosen as the jurisdiction setting the common legal standard.
See also footnote 7 above.
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local conditions at time 1. The rest of the world then adopts the thereby determined legal rules.
The payoffs in any of the institutional regimes are realized at time 3.
5.1. Harmonization through Centralization
When harmonization is implemented through centralization, the global central authority chooses
a single legal standard, L, at the constitutional stage, before
expected global welfare,
global legal standard L

HC

E

i's

are realized, maximizing the

L)2 . Solving the maximization problem results in the

(
i ii i

= 0.18 The expected payoff of jurisdiction i under harmonization

through centralization equals EVi

HC

=

ii.

The resulting expected global welfare then equals

EW HC

i

EVi HC

.
i ii

(11)

Under harmonization through centralization, a common legal standard is imposed on all
jurisdictions which are ex post (after

i's

are realized) heterogeneous in terms of their local

conditions. Thus, the expected global losses increase with the extent to which the jurisdictions
care about matching legal standards to their local conditions. The greater the extent of
jurisdictional interdependence (implying that the diagonal elements of

are close to zero), the

smaller are the expected losses from imposing a single global standard in an otherwise ex post
heterogeneous world.
Under what conditions is harmonization through centralization (HC) preferred to
decentralized standard-setting (D) from the global welfare point of view? Comparing (10) and
(12) gives:

18

Observe that in our framework, where i's are drawn from a common distribution and where transfers from the
supra-jurisdictional authority to individual jurisdictions (to reveal private information about local conditions) are
precluded, the global central authority would choose full harmonization even if promulgating different standards for
different jurisdictions were an option.
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Lemma 1: EWD

EWHC if and only if

2
(1
i ii

>
Fi ) = 0.
<

To understand Lemma 1, note that under decentralized standard-setting (D), every
jurisdiction i ignores the effect of their own standards on other jurisdictions, who may want to
synchronize their standards with the standards of jurisdiction i. Ceteris paribus, the relative
attractiveness of harmonization through centralization (HC) then depends on the pattern of
jurisdictional interdependence. If none of the jurisdictions are focal (Fi < 1 for all i {1,…,n}),
the fact that under D every jurisdiction i ignores the externality that it imposes on others, will, on
the aggregate, result in limited aggregate losses from lack of mutual harmonization, suggesting
that D dominates HC.19 On the other hand, if there exists one or more focal jurisdictions (Fi > 1
for some i {1,…,n}), implying that other jurisdictions care considerably about synchronizing
their standards with standards of jurisdiction i, then, as suggested in Section 4, aggregate losses
under D may be substantial. As a result, HC may be a better institutional solution than D from
the global welfare point of view.
Importantly, for HC to dominate D from the global welfare point of view, focal
jurisdictions must care sufficiently about its own local conditions. If jurisdiction i is focal, but i
cares primarily about synchronizing its standards with other jurisdictions (

ii

is close to 0), then

the scope for HC to dominate D from the global welfare point of view is small. The reason is that
when the focal jurisdiction i benefits from synchronizing its standards with other jurisdictions (

ii

D

is close to 0), Li is close to 0 (see Section 4). As this is common knowledge, other jurisdictions'
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Fi

Observe,
j i

ji

in

particular,
j i ij

1

that

when

is

symmetric

(i.e.,

ij

=

ji

for
D

ii

i

j),

then,

because

HC

1, there exist no focal jurisdictions, implying that EW > EW . This result is in

spirit congruent with Proposition 2 in Loeper (2009). Loeper (2009), however, among other differences, arrives at
his result in a framework with full (rather than asymmetric) information; see also discussion in our Section 6.1.
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lack of information about i's local conditions does not pose a significant problem: those
jurisdictions that would obtain large benefits from synchronizing their standards with the
standards of the focal jurisdiction are still able to do so. With i focal and

ii

close to 0, D

therefore dominates HC from the global welfare point of view even though the aggregate losses
due to the misfit of law to local conditions under HC are relatively small.
In contrast, if the focal jurisdiction primarily strives to match its law to its own local
conditions (

D

ii

is close to 1), then, as shown in Section 4, Li closely reflects i's local conditions

( i). In this case, other jurisdictions' lack of information about the focal jurisdiction's local
conditions prevents these jurisdictions from synchronizing their standards with the standards of
the focal jurisdiction. The lack of information about the focal jurisdiction's local conditions is in
this case very costly from the global welfare point of view. At the same time, the aggregate costs
due to the misfit of law to local conditions under HC are at the same time relatively small. Thus,
HC can dominate D from the global welfare point of view, creating scope for interventionist
harmonization.
Finally, Lemma 1 provides direct evidence on why restricting the analysis to a twojurisdiction setting in our framework does not come without loss of generality (as suggested in
the Introduction). In a two-jurisdiction world, by Definition 1, there exist no focal jurisdictions
(F1 =

21

1

22 <

1, and F2 =

12

1

11 <

1). Thus, by Lemma 1, in a two-jurisdiction world

(a set-up typically investigated in the literature; see Section 2) D always welfare dominates
HC

a conclusion which, as we have shown, does not extend to a more realistic multi-

jurisdiction set-up.
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5.2. Harmonization through Delegation
When harmonization of global legal standards proceeds through allocation of lawmaking
authority to jurisdiction k, the latter, upon learning its own local conditions ( k) at time 1,
chooses a unique global legal standard to maximize its payoff,

Lk)2. The resulting legal

kk( k

standard, which is adopted by the rest of the world at time 2, equals LHd =
payoff of jurisdiction i under harmonization through delegation is EVi
EVk

Hd

Hd

k.

Thus, the expected

= 2

ii

if i

k, and

= 0. The resulting expected global welfare under harmonization through delegation equals
EW Hd

i

EVi Hd

i k

(12)

2 ii .

As it is relatively straightforward, we first compare the regime of harmonization through
delegation (Hd) with harmonization through centralization (HC). The comparison of (11) and
(12), where the index k denotes the jurisdiction allocated the lawmaking authority under Hd,
yields:
Hd

HC

Lemma 2: EW

EW

if and only if

kk

i k ii

0,

According to Lemma 2, global welfare is greater under Hd than under HC if and only if
jurisdiction k's extra benefit from the perfect fit of law to its local conditions under Hd relative to
HC (EVk

Hd

EVk

HC

=

kk

> 0) exceeds the aggregate extra losses due to misfit under Hd relative

to HC incurred by all jurisdictions other than k (EVi

Hd

EVi

HC

=

ii

< 0 for i ≠ k). In other

words, global welfare is greater under Hd than under HC if the concern for local conditions of
the jurisdiction with the lawmaking authority to set the common standard under Hd outweighs
the aggregate degree of concern of all other jurisdictions for their respective local conditions. We
therefore introduce our second definition:
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Definition 2: Let Aj

.
i j ii

jj

Jurisdiction j is said to be autonomous if Aj > 0, and non-

autonomous otherwise.
According to Definition 2, at most one jurisdiction can be autonomous. Moreover, the
existence of an autonomous jurisdiction is equivalent to harmonization through delegation (to the
autonomous jurisdiction) yielding greater global welfare than harmonization through
centralization. Given Definitions 1 and 2, we also describe a jurisdiction which is both
autonomous and deemed focal by the rest of the world:
Definiton 3: Jurisdiction j is said to be dominant if it is both focal and autonomous, and nondominant otherwise.
A dominant jurisdiction is one that both provides a strong pull for two or more other
jurisdictions, which would obtain large benefits from synchronizing their standards with the
dominant jurisdiction, and is at the same time relatively independent of the rest of the world.
Because at most one jurisdiction in the world can be autonomous (see Definition 2), by
implication, at most one jurisdiction can be dominant. (Note again that by Definition 1 a
dominant jurisdiction can only arise in a multi-jurisdiction setting.)
Finally, we investigate how harmonization through delegation to jurisdiction k (Hd)
compares with decentralized standard-setting (D). The comparison of (10) and (12) yields
Hd

EW

D

EW

Hd

(EW

HC

EW )

D

(EW

HC

EW ) = (

kk

j k

jj )

j

2
jj (1

Fj ),

(13)

which in turn implies:
Hd

Lemma 3: EW

D

EW if and only if Ak

2
kk (1

Fk )

j k

2
jj (1

Fj )

0.

A comparison between Hd and D is therefore less straightforward than the comparison between
Hd and HC (Lemma 2). In general, Lemma 3 suggests that harmonization through delegation to
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jurisdiction k can yield higher global welfare than decentralization under three general scenarios:
(i) when k is dominant, (ii) when k is focal but not autonomous, and (iii) when there are no focal
jurisdictions in the world, but the degree of k's autonomy is large (so that Ak is large).
6. Global Welfare Ranking of Regimes and the Scope for Interventionist Harmonization
Sections 4 and 5 have described and contrasted the regime of decentralized standard-setting with
two means of harmonization of global legal standards: through centralization and through
delegation. Under what conditions is interventionist harmonization desirable from the global
welfare point of view? And more generally, can we identify conditions under which any of the
three institutional regimes is globally optimal? In this section, we shed light on these questions
by examining the role of patterns of jurisdictional interdependence as implied by the structure of
the matrix

(expression (2)).

Lemmas 1-3 together with Definitions 1-3 readily suggest the following result:
Proposition:
(i) When there are no focal and no autonomous jurisdictions, the expected global welfare is
greatest under decentralization (D).
(ii) When there are no autonomous jurisdictions, but there exists one or more focal
jurisdictions, the expected global welfare is greatest either under decentralization (D) or
under harmonization through centralization (HC) as dictated by Lemma 1.
(iii)When there exists an autonomous jurisdiction, which may or may not be dominant, the
expected global welfare is greatest either under decentralization (D) or under
harmonization through delegation to the autonomous (or dominant) jurisdiction (Hd) as
dictated by Lemma 3.
Definitions 1-3 spell out the precise nature of the patterns of jurisdictional
interdependence that we examine. More loosely speaking, however, when there exist no focal, no
autonomous, and hence no dominant, jurisdictions, the world can be described as structurally
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symmetric.20 In the opposite case

when there exist one or more focal jurisdictions, an

autonomous jurisdiction, or even a dominant jurisdiction

the world may be referred to as being

structurally asymmetric.
Accordingly, part (i) of the Proposition suggests that in a structurally symmetric world,
there exists no reason to pursue top-down harmonization of global legal standards: the regime of
decentralized standard-setting unambiguously yields greater expected aggregate welfare than
both harmonization through centralization and harmonization through delegation. There are two
notable implications of this result. First, recall that in our framework, the jurisdictions are ex ante
(at time 0) homogeneous when it comes to their local conditions. Suppose, in addition, that
jurisdictions are homogeneous with respect to their preferences about matching law to local
conditions versus harmonizing with other jurisdictions:

ii

=

jj

and

ij

= [1/(n

1)](1

ii)

for all

i, j {1,…,n}. In this case, the above Proposition suggests that even with full ex ante
homogeneity (that is, both with respect to ex ante local conditions and local preferences) and
existence of cross-jurisdictional externalities, a decentralized institutional regime outperforms
top-down harmonization through centralization or delegation.
The above result stands in contrast to conclusions from much of the literature on
institutional harmonization inspired by the theory of federalism. A robust normative prediction
from the theory of federalism is that, ceteris paribus, the desirability of institutional
decentralization decreases with the prevalence of cross-jurisdictional spillovers and the degree of
local homogeneity (see, e.g., Oates 1974, Alesina, Angeloni and Schuknecht 2005; Van den
Bergh 2000). Our analysis, in contrast, suggests that, in the presence of cross-jurisdictional

20

The scenario where there are no focal and no autonomous jurisdictions (and hence no dominant jurisdiction) does
not require symmetry of the matrix (i.e., that ij = ji for i j). On the other hand, a symmetric implies that there
are no focal and no autonomous jurisdictions (and hence no dominant jurisdiction).
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externalities and ex ante homogeneity in local conditions, the desirability of decentralized
standard-setting actually increases with homogeneity of local preferences across jurisdictions.
Intuitively, the reason is that, in our framework, homogeneity of local preferences about local
adaptation versus harmonization of legal standards eliminates structural asymmetries in the
pattern of cross-jurisdictional interdependence, which in turn mitigates the aggregate costs from
externalities arising under decentralized standard-setting.
Second, in our framework, greater global integration (e.g.,

ii

decreases for all i), and thus

a greater degree of jurisdictional interdependence, by no means necessitates interventionist
harmonization from the perspective of the aggregate welfare. Our analysis therefore resonates
with the perspective of Casella and Feinstein (2002) who have also argued analytically that
greater market integration need not be accompanied by top-down harmonization of institutions.21
In contrast to Casella and Feinstein (2002), however, we show that it is not the extent, but rather
the pattern of global integration that affects the desirability of interventionist harmonization from
the aggregate welfare point of view, as made explicit in parts (ii) and (iii) of the Proposition.
Our conclusions following from part (i) of the Proposition closely resonate with the spirit
of a subset of findings in Loeper (2009: Sec.4). Loeper (2009) delineates the scope for noncooperative decentralization as an alternative to "uniformization" in a framework similar to ours
(see Section 2 of our paper), but under the assumption of full information. When viewed jointly,
the two papers therefore complement each other in suggesting a forceful prediction: an
interdependent but (in our terminology) structurally symmetric world does not require top-down

21

Casella and Feinstein (2002) in fact show that the social desirability of institutional harmonization decreases with
the degree of economic integration (see their Proposition 4). In their framework with endogenous formation of
markets and jurisdictions, the possibility of selecting an institutional arrangement better tailored to specific needs
(institutional diversity) compensates for higher taxes and transaction costs only when the extent of economic
integration is sufficiently high. When the extent of economic integration is low, in contrast, Casella and Feinstein
(2002) show that institutional harmonization is socially optimal.
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harmonization, regardless of whether the local conditions are jurisdictions' private information
(as in our framework) or not (as in Loeper (2009)).22
Part (ii) of our Proposition suggests that harmonization through centralization may be the
globally optimal institutional regime under two conditions. First, the pattern of jurisdictional
interdependencies must be such that there exists no jurisdiction which is, in comparison with
other jurisdictions, autonomous from the rest of the world (see Lemma 2 and the discussion
following it). Second, there should in addition exist one or more focal jurisdictions, in which
case the lack of internalization of externalities under decentralized standard-setting may give rise
to significant aggregate welfare losses. Note, however, that the above conditions are jointly only
necessary, but not sufficient for harmonization through centralization to yield the greatest
expected aggregate welfare. According to Lemma 1, for harmonization through centralization to
also welfare dominate decentralization, the focal jurisdiction(s) must in addition be sufficiently
concerned about implementing legal standards that match its local conditions (i.e., if i is focal,

ii

must not be too small). It is in this case that the other jurisdictions' lack of knowledge about the
focal jurisdiction's local conditions prevents them from reaping the benefits from synchronizing
their laws with the laws of the focal jurisdictions. Because under decentralization the focal
jurisdiction ignores the external effect of its laws on the rest of the world, the expected welfare
losses under decentralization are then so significant that they outweigh the aggregate costs of
misfit due to the one-size-fits-all solutions imposed under harmonization through centralization.

22

Note, again, that a structurally symmetric world in our terminology does not require a symmetric . Moreover, a
symmetric in our set-up does not imply that decentralization (D) is necessarily the best institutional regime;
harmonization through delegation (Hd) can yield greatest global welfare even under a symmetric
see Appendix
B for a numerical example. In contrast, in Loeper's (2009) set-up with full information, a symmetric matrix of
interjurisdictional linkages, because of a different normalization of parameters, also implies homogeneity of
preferences across jurisdictions and dominance of decentralization over uniformization (see Proposition 2 in Loeper
(2009)).
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Part (iii) of the Proposition suggests that harmonization through centralization is never
the globally optimal institutional regime when a focal jurisdiction is also autonomous (so that a
focal jurisdiction is in fact dominant

see Definition 3), or when there are no focal jurisdictions

but there exists an autonomous jurisdiction. Under these circumstances, the expected aggregate
welfare is greatest either under harmonization through delegation or under decentralization,
depending on the exact pattern of jurisdictional interdependence.
Part (iii) of the Proposition allows us to reflect upon an interpretation of the process of
legal harmonization recently put forth by Herings and Kanning (2008). Drawing on a twojurisdiction, complete information model with exogenous costs and benefits from law, Herings
and Kanning (2008) predict that the substantive content of harmonized rules is naturally dictated
by the jurisdiction which is the economically relatively more important one from the perspective
of its economic partner. The reason is that the economically less important jurisdiction is,
because of relatively smaller switching costs, more willing to adopt its laws to the laws of the
economically important jurisdiction than vice versa. This theory, according to Herings and
Kanning (2008), for example helps rationalize the leading role of the United States in the process
of drafting of the United Nations' Convention for the International Sale of Goods.
Our analysis naturally complements Herings and Kanning's (2008). While Herings and
Kanning (2008) focus on the positive aspect of institutional harmonization, we emphasize the
normative angle, suggesting when harmonization through allocation of lawmaking authority to a
particular jurisdiction may be desirable from the aggregate welfare point of view. In particular,
our results suggest that when there exist a dominant (i.e., autonomous and focal) jurisdiction,
harmonization through allocation of lawmaking authority to that dominant jurisdiction may
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indeed be the optimal institutional regime (see part (iii) of the Proposition).23 Hence, while the
economically 'dominant' jurisdiction according to Herings and Kanning (2008) naturally assumes
the leading role in the process of determining the content of harmonized laws, our analysis
suggests that assigning a leading role to such a jurisdiction might in fact also be desirable from
the global welfare point of view.24
7. Conclusion
This paper departs from the existing formal literature on legal harmonization by examining the
scope for top-down harmonization of legal standards across multiple, mutually interdependent
jurisdictions which strive to fit law to their local conditions as well as synchronize it with other
jurisdictions. In a setting where jurisdictions are privately informed about their local conditions,
we contrast the regime of decentralized standard-setting with harmonization through
centralization and harmonization through allocation of lawmaking powers to a particular
jurisdiction.
In delineating the scope for interventionist harmonization

which, as we have shown,

can be adequately determined only in a truly multi-jurisdictional setting our results suggest that
it is not the extent, but rather the pattern, of jurisdictional interdependence that determines
whether interventionist harmonization is desirable or not. When there exist no notable structural
asymmetries in the pattern of jurisdictional interdependence (that is, when there exist no focal,
autonomous, or dominant jurisdictions), decentralized standard-setting unambiguously

23

Note, however, that the existence of a dominant jurisdiction in our framework does not necessarily imply that
global welfare is greatest under harmonization through delegation to the dominant jurisdiction. Instead, the regime
of decentralized standard-setting can still yield greater expected global welfare (see part (iii) of the Proposition). A
numerical example in Appendix C illustrates this point.
24
Importantly, the global optimality of harmonization through delegation of lawmaking authority to a 'dominant'
jurisdiction (Hd) is not due to the dominant jurisdiction's constituency size: in our set-up, all jurisdictions have equal
weight in social welfare and 'dominance' is strictly a feature of a specific pattern of jurisdictional interdependence;
see Definition 3.
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dominates interventionist harmonization from the aggregate welfare point of view. Thus, greater
jurisdictional interdependence

a distinguishing feature of globalization

per se by no means

necessitates interventionist harmonization (see also Loeper 2009: 20).
We show that top-down harmonization may therefore be desirable only in the presence of
structural asymmetries in the pattern of interjurisdictional linkages

when there exists one or

more 'focal' jurisdictions, or when a particular jurisdiction (which may, but need not be focal) is
'autonomous' from the rest of the world. In the presence of structural asymmetries in the pattern
of jurisdictional interdependence, the fact that every jurisdiction lacks information about the
local conditions in other jurisdictions may result in substantial aggregate welfare losses due to
the inability of the world to synchronize its laws. Interventionist harmonization is then desirable
when the aggregate losses from lack of harmonization exceed the aggregate losses due to the
misfit of uniform legal solutions to local realities. We further show under what circumstances
interventionist harmonization should proceed through centralization or through delegation to an
autonomous, or a 'dominant', jurisdiction.
We conclude this paper with several remarks about the caveats of our analysis. First, our
approach follows the existing formal literature on interventionist legal harmonization (Garoupa
and Ogus 2006, Monheim Helstroffer and Obidzinski 2010, Ulph 2000) in that our view of
harmonization is solely one of a corrective intervention: our analysis abstracts from all
complications arising from the necessarily political nature of top-down harmonization. Yet we
should not forget that a corrective intervention, orchestrated by a supra-jurisdictional body, may
under political pressures easily result in biased content of harmonized laws, as well as induce
sizeable monitoring, enforcement, and other administrative costs (Garoupa and Ogus 2006,
Sec.4). All of the above reasons reduce the attractiveness of top-down harmonization. Moreover,
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harmonization may not even be attainable if jurisdictions, whose welfare could decrease because
of harmonization, can opt out of the process (see, e.g., Hoel 1992).
Second, our goal has been to illuminate the thus far neglected role of patterns of
jurisdictional interdependence for interventionist harmonization from a normative viewpoint. To
this end, and to ensure tractability, we have kept our theoretical framework as simple as possible,
assuming that the jurisdictions' local conditions are drawn from a common distribution, as well
as that they are stochastically independent. To the extent that jurisdictional interdependence can
also be understood as "co-movement" of jurisdictions' local conditions, however, future work
could attempt to re-examine the validity of our conclusions in a set-up where local conditions are
correlated.
Finally, the problem of harmonization versus decentralization of legal standards across
jurisdictions is in many ways akin to the problem of centralized versus decentralized
coordination of an organization's subdivisions studied in the theory of organizations (Alonso et
al. 2008, Rantakari 2008). The latter theory has drawn on the cheap-talk literature to emphasize
the role of strategic information transmission for optimal organization design. To the extent that
strategic communication is possible both among multiple jurisdictions, as well as between
jurisdictions and the suprajurisdictional authority (see, e.g., Knill and Lenschow 2005), future
work could attempt to study the desirability of top-down harmonization in this light.
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Appendix A
Let bi

E i [ Li ( i )] so that the system (5) can be written as bi

b
j i ij j

0, i {1,..., n}, or in

matrix form as:
1

12

1

21

n1

1n

b1

0

2n

b2

0

bn

0

1

n2

.

The matrix pre-multiplying the column vector of bi's is a dominant diagonal matrix. Since every
dominant diagonal matrix is nonsingular (Sydsæter et al. 2005: 153), the system (5) has a unique
solution of bi

E i [ Li ( i )] = 0 for all i {1,…,n}.

Appendix B
To show that harmonization through delegation (Hd) can be the best institutional regime from
the aggregate welfare viewpoint even in the presence of a symmetric , consider the following
example for n = 3:
0.98 0.01 0.01
Γ

0.01 0.01 0.98 .
0.01 0.98 0.01

The above symmetric

implies that none of the three jurisdictions are focal, and that jurisdiction

1 is autonomous. Thus, Hd (when lawmaking authority is delegated to jurisdiction 1) dominates
HC because 0.98 0.01 0.01 > 0 (see Lemma 2). To see that Hd also dominates D, apply
expression (13) (or Lemma 3) to obtain:
EWHd

EWD = (0.98 0.01 0.01)

(0.982×(1 0.01 0.01) + 2×0.012×(1 0.98 0.01))

= 0.018806 > 0.
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Appendix C
To show that, in the presence of a dominant jurisdiction, the regime of decentralized standardsetting can be the best institutional regime from the aggregate welfare viewpoint, consider the
following example for n = 3:
0.52 0.24 0.24
Γ

0.52 0.24 0.24 .
0.52 0.24 0.24

The above

implies that jurisdiction 1 is both focal and autonomous, and thus, by Definition 3,

dominant.

Then,

D

welfare

dominates

HC

because

0.522 (1 0.52 0.52) +

2 0.242 (1 0.24 0.24) = 0.07072 > 0 (see Lemma 1). Moreover, D also welfare dominates the
regime where the authority to set the common legal standard is allocated to the dominant
jurisdiction 1 (Hd) because (apply expression (13))
EWHd

EWD = (0.52 0.24 0.24)

(0.522 (1 0.52 0.52) + 2 0.242 (1 0.24 0.24))

= 0.03072 < 0.
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